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FIREPLACE TRENDS TO GET YOUR HEARTH PUMPING
Jetmaster Heat & Glo Expo August 9 – August 11

Jetmaster Heat & Glo is Australia’s leading company in wood, gas and
electric fireplaces.
Homeowners and renovators are invited to attend the Jetmaster
showroom, 444 Swan Street, Richmond, August 9 – 11, to experience an
end of season fireplace Expo like no other.
The aesthetics of fireplaces are a hot trend in 2019, with some being
placed in the centre of a room, others freestanding, and others just look
stunning like the brand new ultra-modern, European design Spin and
Circle from VisionLINE.
The Expo will feature over 40 working models from Jetmaster,
Heat & Glo, Quadra-Fire, and VisionLINE, with experts on hand to
answer all questions and give advice on heating the home.
Visitors will be stoked with the massive mark downs on ex-display and
discontinued lines, plus big savings right across the Expo weekend.
Those in the market for a fireplace update can check out the new i30X
Insert, the perfect replacement for that old period or gas heater - chat to
the team about the benefits of a balanced flue insert and how easy it is to
to install one.
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The new Quadra-Fire Explorer III cast iron wood stove will draw
admirers like moths to a flame. Performance never looked so good.
Powerful, efficient and built to last with a solid steel welded firebox,
maximum heat and clean burn, the Explorer III would be at home in a
rustic or contemporary setting.
Whether you’re in the market for a new fireplace, a new flue, accessories,
or just some tips on heating your home, the Jetmaster Heat & Glo Expo is
a must for homeowners and renovators alike.
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